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Abstract. Research into Few-shot Semantic Segmentation (FSS) has
attracted great attention, with the goal to segment target objects in a
query image given only a few annotated support images of the target
class. A key to this challenging task is to fully utilize the information
in the support images by exploiting fine-grained correlations between
the query and support images. However, most existing approaches either
compressed the support information into a few class-wise prototypes,
or used partial support information (e.g., only foreground) at the pixel
level, causing non-negligible information loss. In this paper, we propose
Dense pixel-wise Cross-query-and-support Attention weighted Mask Ag-
gregation (DCAMA), where both foreground and background support
information are fully exploited via multi-level pixel-wise correlations be-
tween paired query and support features. Implemented with the scaled
dot-product attention in the Transformer architecture, DCAMA treats
every query pixel as a token, computes its similarities with all support
pixels, and predicts its segmentation label as an additive aggregation of
all the support pixels’ labels—weighted by the similarities. Based on the
unique formulation of DCAMA, we further propose efficient and effective
one-pass inference for n-shot segmentation, where pixels of all support
images are collected for the mask aggregation at once. Experiments show
that our DCAMA significantly advances the state of the art on standard
FSS benchmarks of PASCAL-5i, COCO-20i, and FSS-1000, e.g., with
3.1%, 9.7%, and 3.6% absolute improvements in 1-shot mIoU over pre-
vious best records. Ablative studies also verify the design DCAMA.

Keywords: Few-shot segmentation · Dense cross-query-and-support at-
tention · Attention weighted mask aggregation.
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1 Introduction

Recent years Deep Neural Networks (DNNs) have achieved remarkable progress
in semantic segmentation[25, 37], one of the fundamental tasks in computer vi-
sion. However, the success of DNNs relies heavily on large-scale datasets, where
abundant training images are available for every target class to segment. In the
extreme low-data regime, DNNs’ performance may degrade quickly on previously
unseen classes with only few examples due to poor generalization. Humans, in
contrast, are capable of learning new tasks rapidly in the low-data scenario, uti-
lizing prior knowledge accumulated from life experience [16]. Few-Shot Learning
(FSL) [11, 12] is a machine learning paradigm that aims at imitating such gen-
eralizing capability of human learners, where a model can quickly adapt for
novel tasks given only a few examples. Specifically, a support set containing
novel classes with limited samples is given for the model adaption, which is
subsequently evaluated on a query set containing samples of the same classes.
FSL has been actively explored in the field of computer vision, such as image
classification [42], image retrieval [39], image captioning and visual question an-
swering [8], and semantic segmentation [7, 20, 23, 24, 26, 33, 35, 38, 43–46, 48–50].
In this paper, we tackle the problem of Few-shot Semantic Segmentation (FSS).

The key challenge of FSS is to fully exploit the information contained in the
small support set. Most previous works followed the notion of prototyping [33],
where the information contained in the support images was abstracted into class-
wise prototypes via class-wise average pooling [44, 48, 50] or clustering [20, 45],
against which the query features were matched for segmentation label prediction.
Being originally proposed for image classification tasks, however, the prototyp-
ing may result in great loss of the precious information contained in the already
scarce samples when applied to FSS. Given the dense nature of segmentation
tasks, [24, 43, 47] recently proposed to explore pixel-wise correlations between
the query features and the foreground support features, avoiding the information
compression in prototyping. However, these methods totally ignored the abun-
dant information contained in the background regions of the support images.
Zhang et al. [49] took into account background support features as well when
computing the pixel-level correlations; yet they only considered sparse correla-
tions with uniformly sampled support pixels, causing potential information loss
of another kind. Thus, no previous work has fully investigated dense pixel-wise
correlations of the query features with both of the foreground and background
support features for FSS.

In this work, we propose Dense pixel-wise Cross-query-and-support Attention
weighted Mask Aggregation (DCAMA) for FSS, which fully exploits all avail-
able foreground and background features in the support images. As shown in Fig.
1, we make a critical observation that the mask value of a query pixel can be
predicted by an additive aggregation of the support mask values, proportionally
weighted by its similarities to the corresponding support image pixels—including
both foreground and background. This is intuitive: if the query pixel is seman-
tically close to a foreground support pixel, the latter will vote for foreground as
the mask value for the former, and vice versa—an embodiment of metric learn-
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Fig. 1. Conceptual overview of our approach. The query mask is directly predicted by
a pixel-wise additive aggregation of the support mask values, weighted by the dense
cross-query-and-support attention.

ing [15]. In addition, we notice that the DCAMA computation pipeline for all
pixels of a query image can be readily implemented with the dot-product atten-
tion mechanism in the Transformer architecture [40], where each pixel is treated
as a token, flattened features of all query pixels compose the query matrix Q,1

those of all support image pixels compose the key matrix K, and flattened label
values of the support mask pixels compose the value matrix V . Then, the query
mask can be readily and efficiently computed by softmax(QKT )V . For practical
implementation, we follow the common practices of multi-head attention [40],
and multi-scale [18] and multi-layer [24] feature correlation; besides, the aggre-
gated masks are mingled with skip-connected support and query features for
refined query label prediction. As we will show, the proposed approach not only
yields superior performance to that of the previous best performing method [24],
but also demonstrates higher efficiency in training.

Besides, previous works adopting the pipeline of pixel-level correlation paid
little attention to extension from 1-shot to few-shot segmentation: they either
performed separate 1-shot inferences followed by ensemble [24], or used a subset
of uniformly sampled support pixels for inference [49]. Both solutions led to a loss
of pixel-level information, due to the independent inferences prior to ensemble
and drop of potentially useful pixels, respectively. In contrast, we make full use
of the support set, by using all pixels of all the support images and masks to
compose the K and V matrices, respectively. Meanwhile, we use the same 1-
shot trained model for testing in different few-shot settings. This is not only
computationally economic but also reasonable, because what the model actually
learns from training is a metric space for cross-query-and-support attention. As
long as the metric space is well learned, extending from 1-shot to few-shot is
simply aggregating the query mask from more support pixels.

In summary, we make the following contributions:

– We innovatively model the FSS problem as a novel paradigm of Dense
pixel-wise Cross-query-and-support Attention weighted Mask Aggregation
(DCAMA), which fully exploits the foreground and background support in-

1 Caution: not to confuse the query in FSL with that in Transformer.
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formation. Being essentially an embodiment of metric learning, the paradigm
is nonparametric in mask aggregation and expected to generalize well.

– We implement the new FSS paradigm with the well-developed dot-product
attention mechanism in Transformer, for simplicity and efficiency.

– Based on DCAMA, we propose an approach to n-shot inference that not
only fully utilizes the available support images at the pixel level, but also
is computationally economic without the need for training n-specific models
for different few-shot settings.

The comparative experimental results on three standard FSS benchmarks of
PASCAL-5i [31], COCO-20i [26], and FSS-1000 [17] show that our DCAMA
sets new state of the art on all the three benchmarks and in both 1- and 5-shot
settings. In addition, we conduct thorough ablative experiments to validate the
design of DCAMA.

2 Related Work

Semantic segmentation. Semantic segmentation is a fundamental task in com-
puter vision, whose goal is to classify each pixel of an image into one of the
predefined object categories. In the past decade, impressive progress has been
made with the advances in DNNs [25, 37]. The cornerstone Fully Convolutional
Network (FCN) [22] proposed to replace the fully connected output layers in
classification networks with convolutional layers to efficiently output pixel-level
dense prediction for semantic segmentation. Since then, prevailing segmentation
DNN models [3, 30, 52] have evolved to be dominated by FCNs with the generic
encoder-decoder architecture, where techniques like skip connections [30] and
multi-scale processing [4, 52] are commonly employed for better performance.
Recently, inspired by the success of the Vision Transformer (ViT) [9], we have
witnessed a surge of active attempts to apply the Transformer architecture to se-
mantic segmentation [34, 53]. Notably, the Swin Transformer, a general-purpose
computer-vision backbone featuring a hierarchical architecture and shifted win-
dows, achieved new state-of-the-art (SOTA) performance on the ADE20K se-
mantic segmentation benchmark [21]. Although these methods demonstrated
their competency given abundant training data and enlightened our work, they
all suffered from the inability to generalize for the low-data regime.

Few-shot learning. Few-shot learning [11] is a paradigm that aims to im-
prove the generalization ability of machine learning models in the low-data
regime. Motivated by the pioneering work ProtoNet [33], most previous works [7,
20, 44, 45, 48, 50] on FSS followed a metric learning [7] pipeline, where the infor-
mation contained in support images was compressed into abstract prototypes,
and the query images were classified based on certain distances from the proto-
types in the metric space. Dong and Xing [7] extended the notion of prototype
for FSS by computing class-wise prototypes via global average pooling on fea-
tures of masked support images. Instead of masking the input images, PANet [44]
performed average pooling on masked support features for prototyping and intro-
duced prototype alignment as regularization. CANet [48] also relied on masked
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feature pooling but followed the Relation Network [36] to learn a deep metric
using DNNs. PFENet [38] further proposed a training-free prior mask as well
as a multi-scale feature enrichment module. Realizing the limited representa-
tion power of a single prototype, [5, 20, 45, 46] all proposed to represent a class
with multiple prototypes. These prototype-based methods jointly advanced the
research into FSS; however, compressing all available information in a support
image into merely one or few concentrated prototypes unavoidably resulted in
great information loss.

More recently, researchers started to exploit pixel-level information for FSS,
to better utilize the support information and align with the dense nature of the
task. PGNet [47] and DAN [43] modeled pixel-to-pixel dense connections between
the query and support images with the graph attention [41], whereas HSNet [24]
constructed 4D correlation tensors to represent dense correspondences between
the query and support images. Notably, HSNet proposed center-pivot 4D con-
volutions for efficient high-dimensional convolutions, and achieved SOTA per-
formance on three public FSS benchmarks by large margins. However, these
methods all masked out background regions in the support images, ignoring the
rich information thereby. In contrast, our DCAMA makes equal use of both fore-
ground and background information. In addition, implementing straightforward
metric learning with the multi-head attention [40], our DCAMA is easier to train
than HSNet, converging to higher performance in much fewer epochs and much
less time. Lastly, instead of the ensemble of separate 1-shot inferences [24] or
training n-specific models [48] for n-shot inference, DCAMA constructs the key
and value matrices with pixels of all the support images and masks, and infers
only once reusing the 1-shot trained model.

Vision Transformers for FSS. Inspired by the recent success of the Trans-
former architecture in computer vision [9, 21], researchers also started to ex-
plore their applications to FSS lately. Sun et al. [35] proposed to employ stan-
dard multi-head self-attention Transformer blocks for global enhancement. Lu
et al. [23] designed the Classifier Weight Transformer (CWT) to dynamically
adapt the classifier’s weights for each query image. However, both of them still
followed the prototyping pipeline thus did not fully utilize fine-grained support
information. The Cycle-Consistent Transformer (CyCTR) [49] may be the most
related work to ours in terms of: (i) pixel-level cross-query-and-support similar-
ity computation with the dot-product attention mechanism, and (ii) use of both
foreground and background support information. The main difference lies in that
CyCTR used the similarity to guide the reconstruction of query features from
support features, which were then classified into query labels by a conventional
FCN. In contrast, our DCAMA can directly predict the query labels by aggre-
gating the support labels weighted by this similarity, which is metric learning
and expected to generalize well for its nonparametric form. Another distinction
is that CyCTR subsampled the support pixels thus was subject to potential in-
formation loss dependent on the sampling rate, whereas our DCAMA makes full
use of all available support pixels.
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Fig. 2. Pipeline of the proposed framework, shown in 1-shot setting. DCAMA: Dense
Cross-query-and-support Attention weighted Mask Aggregation.

3 Methodology

In this section, we first introduce the problem setup of Few-shot Semantic Seg-
mentation (FSS). Then, we describe our Dense Cross-query-and-support Atten-
tion weighted Mask Aggregation (DCAMA) framework in 1-shot setting. Lastly,
we extend the framework for n-shot inference.

3.1 Problem Setup

In a formal definition, a 1-way n-shot FSS task T comprises a support set S =
{(Is,Ms)}, where Is and Ms are a support image and its ground truth mask,
respectively, and |S| = n; and similarly a query set Q = {(Iq,Mq)}, where
S and Q are sampled from the same class. The goal is to learn a model to
predict Mq for each Iq given the support set S, subject to n being small for
few shots. For method development, suppose we have two image sets Dtrain and
Dtest for model training and evaluation, respectively, where Dtrain and Dtest do
not overlap in classes. We adopt the widely used meta-learning paradigm called
episodic training [42], where each episode is designed to mimic the target task by
subsampling the classes and images in the training set. Specifically, we repeatedly
sample new episodic tasks T from Dtrain for model training. The use of episodes
is expected to make the training process more faithful to the test environment
and thereby improve generalization [29]. For testing, the trained model is also
evaluated with episodic tasks but sampled from Dtest.

3.2 DCAMA Framework for 1-Shot Learning

Overview. The overview of our DCAMA framework is shown in Fig. 2. For
simplicity, we first describe our framework for 1-shot learning. The input to the
framework is the query image, and the support image and mask. First, both
the query and support images are processed by a pretrained feature extractor,
yielding multi-scale query and support features. Meanwhile, the support mask
is downsampled to multiple scales matching the image features. Second, the
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query features, support features, and support mask at each scale are input to
the multi-layer DCAMA block of the same scale as Q, K, and V for multi-head
attention [40] and aggregation of the query mask. The query masks aggregated
at multiple scales are processed and combined with convolutions, upsampling
(if needed), and element-wise additions. Third, the output of the previous stage
(multi-scale DCAMA) is concatenated with multi-scale image features via skip
connections, and subsequently mingled by a mixer to produce the final query
mask. In the following, we describe each of these three stages in turn, with an
emphasis on the second—which is our main contribution.

Feature extraction and mask preparation. First of all, both the query
and support images are input to a pretrained feature extractor to obtain the
collections of their multi-scale multi-layer feature maps {F q

i,l} and {F s
i,l}, where

i is the scale of the feature maps with respect to the input images and i ∈
{ 1
4 ,

1
8 ,

1
16 ,

1
32} for the feature extractor we use, and l ∈ {1, . . . , Li} is the index

of all layers of a specific scale i. Unlike most previous works that only used
the last-layer feature map of each scale, i.e., Fi,Li , we follow Min et al. [24] to
make full use of all intermediate-layer features, too. Meanwhile, support masks
of different scales {Ms

i } are generated via bilinear interpolation from the original
support mask. The query features, support features, and support masks of scales
i ∈ { 1

8 ,
1
16 ,

1
32} are input to the multi-layer DCAMA block,2 as described next.

Multi-scale multi-layer cross attention weighted mask aggregation.
The scaled dot-product attention is the core of the Transformer [40] architecture,
and is formulated as:

Attn(Q,K, V ) = softmax
(
QKT

/√
d
)
V, (1)

where Q,K, V are sets of query, key, and value vectors packed into matrices, and
d is the dimension of the query and key vectors. In this work, we adopt Eqn. (1)
to compute dense pixel-wise attention across the query and support features, and
subsequently weigh the query mask aggregation process from the support mask
with the attention values. Without loss of generality, we describe the mechanism
with a pair of generic query and support feature maps F q, F s ∈ Rh×w×c, where
h, w, and c are the height, width, and channel number, respectively, and a generic
support mask Ms ∈ Rh×w×1 of the same size. As shown in Fig. 3, we first flatten
the two-dimensional (2D) inputs to treat each pixel as a token, and then generate
the Q and K matrices from the flattened F q and F s after adding positional
encoding and linear projections. We follow the original Transformer [40] to use
sine and cosine functions of different frequencies for positional encoding, and
employ the multi-head attention. As to the support mask, it only needs flattening
to construct V . After that, the standard scaled dot-product attention in Eqn. (1)
can be readily computed for each head. Lastly, we average the outputs of the
multiple heads for each token, and reshape the tensor to 2D to obtain M̂q ∈
Rh×w×1, which is the aggregated query mask.

Remarks. It is worth explaining the physical meaning of the DCAMA pro-
cess. For a specific query pixel, QKT measures its similarities to all the support
pixels, and the subsequent multiplication with V aggregates its mask value from

2 The 1
4

scale features are not cross-attended due to hardware constraint.
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Fig. 3. Dense Cross-query-and-support Attention weighted Mask Aggregation
(DCAMA) for generic n-shot settings (n ≥ 1).

the support mask, weighted by the similarities. Intuitively, if it is more simi-
lar (closer) to the foreground than background pixels, the weighted aggregation
process will vote for foreground for the pixel, and vice versa. In this way, our
DCAMA utilizes all support pixels—both foreground and background—for ef-
fective metric learning.

In practical implementation, we conduct DCAMA separately on query-support
feature pairs (F s

i,l, F
q
i,l) for all the intermediate and last layers of a specific

scale i, and concatenate the set of independently aggregated query masks to get
M̂q

i = concat{M̂q
i,l|l = 1, . . . , Li}. The DCAMA operations on all-layer features

of a specific scale followed by the concatenation compose a multi-layer DCAMA
block (see Fig. 2), and we have three such blocks for scales i ∈ { 1

8 ,
1
16 ,

1
32}, respec-

tively. Then, M̂q
i is processed by three Conv blocks which gradually increase its

channel number from Li to 128, upsampled by bilinear interpolation, combined
with the counterpart of the one time larger scale by element-wise addition, and
again processed by another three Conv blocks of a constant channel number.
The first three Conv blocks prepare M̂q

i for effective inter-scale integration with
that of the larger scale by the second three Conv blocks. This process repeats
from i = 1

32 up to 1
8 , yielding a collection of intermediate query masks to be

fused with skip-connected image features for final prediction.

Mask-feature mixer. Motivated by the success of the skip connection de-
sign in generic semantic segmentation [30, 52], we also propose to skip connect
the image features to the output (upsampled when needed) of the previous stage
via concatenation (Fig. 2). Specifically, we skip connect the last-layer features at
the 1

4 and 1
8 scales based on our empirical experiments (included in the supple-

mentary material). Then, the concatenated intermediate query masks and image
features are fused by three mask-feature mixer blocks, each containing two series
of convolution and ReLU operations. The mixer blocks gradually decrease the
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number of output channels to 2 (for foreground and background, respectively)
for 1-way segmentation, with two interleaved upsampling operations to restore
the output size to that of the input images.

3.3 Extension to n-Shot Inference

So far we have introduced our DCAMA framework for 1-shot segmentation,
next we extend it for n-shot setting, too. Although it is possible to develop
and train a specific model for each different value of n (e.g., [48]), it is com-
putationally prohibitive to do so. In contrast, many previous works extended
the 1-shot trained model for n-shot inference without retraining [24, 38, 46]. The
most common method is to perform n 1-shot inferences separately with each
of the support images, followed by certain ensembles of the individual infer-
ences [24, 46]. However, this method unavoidably lost the pixel-level subtle cues
across support images, as it treated each support image independently for infer-
ence. In this work, we also reuse the 1-shot trained model for n-shot inference
for computational efficiency, but meanwhile utilize all the pixel-wise information
of all support images simultaneously during inference.

Thanks to the problem formulation of DCAMA, the extension is straight-
forward. First, we obtain the multi-scale image features and masks for all the
support images. Next, we simply treat the additional pixels in the extra support
features and masks as more tokens in K and V , with a proper reshaping of the
tensors (Fig. 3). Then, the entire DCAMA process (cross attention, mask ag-
gregation, etc.) stays the same as the 1-shot setting. This is feasible as the core
of DCAMA is the scaled dot-product attention in Eqn. (1), which is parameter-
free. Thus, the DCAMA process is actually n-agnostic and can be applied for
inference with arbitrary n.3 Intuitively, the label of a query pixel is jointly deter-
mined by all available support pixels at once, irrespective of the exact number of
support images. This one-pass inference is distinct from the ensemble of individ-
ual inferences, where image-level predictions are first obtained with each support
image independently and then merged to produce a set-level final prediction. It
is also different from some prototype-based n-shot approaches [7, 45], where fea-
tures of all support images were processed simultaneously but compressed into
one or few prototypes, losing pixel-level granularity. Lastly, a minor adaption
is to max-pool the skip connected support features across the support images,
such that the entire DCAMA framework shown in Fig. 2 becomes applicable to
generic n-shot settings, where n ≥ 1.

4 Experiments and Results

Datasets and evaluation.We evaluate the proposed method on three standard
FSS benchmarks: PASCAL-5i [31], COCO-20i [26] and FSS-1000 [17]. PASCAL-
5i is created from PASCAL VOC 2012 [10] and SDS [13] datasets. It contains 20

3 Despite that, it is still computationally prohibitive to train n-specific models for
n > 1, given both time and GPU memory considerations.
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classes, which are evenly split into four folds, i.e., five classes per fold. COCO-20i

is a larger and more challenging benchmark created from the COCO [19] dataset.
It includes 80 classes, again evenly divided into four folds. For both PASCAL-5i

and COCO-20i, the evaluation is done by cross-validation, where each fold is se-
lected in turn as Dtest, with the other three folds as Dtrain; 1,000 testing episodes
are randomly sampled from Dtest for evaluation [24]. FSS-1000 [17] comprises
1,000 classes that are divided into training, validation, and testing splits of 520,
240, and 240 classes, respectively, with 2,400 testing episodes sampled from the
testing split for evaluation [24]. For the metrics, we adopt mean intersection over
union (mIoU) and foreground-background IoU (FB-IoU) [24]. For PASCAL-5i

and COCO-20i, the mIoUs on individual folds, and the averaged mIoU and FB-
IoU across the folds are reported; for FSS-1000, the mIoU and FB-IoU on the
testing split are reported. Note that we attempt to follow the common practices
adopted by previous works [24, 26, 38, 49] for fair comparisons.

Implementation details. All experiments are conducted with the PyTorch
[28] framework (1.5.0). For the backbone feature extractor, we employ ResNet-50
and ResNet-101 [14] pretrained on ImageNet [6] for their prevalent adoption in
previous works.4 In addition, we also experiment with the base Swin Transformer
model (Swin-B) pretrained on ImageNet-1K [21], to evaluate the generalization
of our method on the non-convolutional backbone. We use three multi-layer
DCAMA blocks for 1

8 ,
1
16 , and

1
32 scales, respectively, resulting in three pyramidal

levels of cross attention weighted mask aggregation. Unless otherwise specified,
the last-layer features of the 1

4 and 1
8 scales are skip connected. The input size of

both the support and query images is 384× 384 pixels. The mean binary cross-
entropy loss is employed: LBCE = − 1

N

∑
[y log p+(1− y) log(1− p)], where N is

the total number of pixels, y ∈ {0, 1} is the pixel label (0 for background and 1
for foreground), and p is the predicted probability. We impose LBCE only on the
final output to train our model, with the backbone parameters frozen. The SGD
optimizer is employed, with the learning rate, momentum, and weight decay set
to 10−3, 0.9, and 10−4, respectively. The batch size is set to 48, 48, and 40 for
PASCAL-5i, COCO-20i, and FSS-1000, respectively. We follow HSNet [24] to
train our models without data augmentation and until convergence, for a fair
comparison with the previous best performing method. The training is done on
four NVIDIA Tesla V100 GPUs and the inference is on an NVIDIA Tesla T4
GPU. Our code is available at https://github.com/pawn-sxy/DCAMA.git.

4.1 Comparison with State of the Art

In Table 1 and Table 2, we compare the performance of our proposed DCAMA
framework with that of SOTA approaches to FSS published since 2020 on PASCAL-
5i, COCO-20i, and FSS-1000, respectively. Unless otherwise specified, reported
numbers of other methods are from the original papers; when results with dif-
ferent backbones are available, we report the higher ones only to save space.

4 While several works (e.g., [38]) reported superior performance of ResNet-50 and
ResNet-101, VGG-16 [32] mostly produced inferior performance to the ResNet family
in previous works on FSS. Therefore, we do not include VGG-16 in our experiment.
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Table 1. Performance on PASCAL-5i (top) and COCO-20i (bottom). HSNet†: our
reimplementation based on official codes; ∗: methods implementing the dot-product
attention [40]. Bold and underlined numbers highlight the best and second best per-
formance (if necessary) for each backbone, respectively.

PASCAL-5 i [31]

Backbone Methods Type
1-shot 5-shot

Fold-0 Fold-1 Fold-2 Fold-3 mIoU FB-IoU Fold-0 Fold-1 Fold-2 Fold-3 mIoU FB-IoU

ResNet-50

PPNet [20]

Prototype

52.7 62.8 57.4 47.7 55.2 (5.6) - 60.3 70.0 69.4 60.7 65.1 (4.6) -
PMM [45] 52.0 67.5 51.5 49.8 55.2 (7.2) - 55.0 68.2 52.9 51.1 56.8 (6.7) -

RPMM [45] 55.2 66.9 52.6 50.7 56.3 (6.3) - 56.3 67.3 54.5 51.0 57.3 (6.1) -
RePRI [2] 59.8 68.3 62.1 48.5 59.7 (7.2) - 64.6 71.4 71.1 59.3 66.6 (5.0) -

PEFNet [38] 61.7 69.5 55.4 56.3 60.8 (5.6) 73.3 63.1 70.7 55.8 57.9 61.9 (5.7) 73.9
SCL [46] 63.0 70.0 56.5 57.7 61.8 (5.3) 71.9 64.5 70.9 57.3 58.7 62.9 (5.4) 72.8

TRFS∗ [35] 62.9 70.7 56.5 57.5 61.9 (5.6) - 65.0 71.2 55.5 60.9 63.2 (5.7) -
DCAMA (Ours)∗ Pixel-wise 67.5 72.3 59.6 59.0 64.6 (5.6) 75.7 70.5 73.9 63.7 65.8 68.5 (4.0) 79.5

ResNet-101

CWT∗ [23]
Prototype

56.9 65.2 61.2 48.8 58.0 (6.1) - 62.6 70.2 68.8 57.2 64.7 (5.2) -
DoG-LSTM [1] 57.0 67.2 56.1 54.3 58.7 (5.0) - 57.3 68.5 61.5 56.3 60.9 (4.8) -

DAN [43]

Pixel-wise

54.7 68.6 57.8 51.6 58.2 (6.4) 71.9 57.9 69.0 60.1 54.9 60.5 (5.3) 72.3
CyCTR∗ [49] 69.3 72.7 56.5 58.6 64.3 (6.9) - 73.5 74.0 58.6 60.2 66.6 (7.2) -
HSNet [24] 67.3 72.3 62.0 63.1 66.2 (4.1) 77.6 71.8 74.4 67.0 68.3 70.4 (2.9) 80.6

DCAMA (Ours)∗ 65.4 71.4 63.2 58.3 64.6 (4.7) 77.6 70.7 73.7 66.8 61.9 68.3 (4.4) 80.8

Swin-B
HSNet† [24]

Pixel-wise
67.9 74.0 60.3 67.0 67.3 (4.9) 77.9 72.2 77.5 64.0 72.6 71.6 (4.8) 81.2

DCAMA (Ours)∗ 72.2 73.8 64.3 67.1 69.3 (3.8) 78.5 75.7 77.1 72.0 74.8 74.9 (1.8) 82.9

COCO-20 i [26]

ResNet-50

PPNet [20]

Prototype

36.5 26.5 26.0 19.7 27.2 (6.0) - 48.9 31.4 36.0 30.6 36.7 (7.3) -
PMM [45] 29.3 34.8 27.1 27.3 29.6 (3.1) - 33.0 40.6 30.3 33.3 34.3 (3.8) -

RPMM [45] 29.5 36.8 28.9 27.0 30.6 (3.7) - 33.8 42.0 33.0 33.3 35.5 (3.7) -
TRFS∗ [35] 31.8 34.9 36.4 31.4 33.6 (2.1) - 35.4 41.7 42.3 36.1 38.9 (3.1) -
RePRI [2] 31.2 38.1 33.3 33.0 34.0 (2.6) - 38.5 46.2 40.0 43.6 42.1 (3.0) -

CyCTR∗ [49]
Pixel-wise

38.9 43.0 39.6 39.8 40.3 (1.6) - 41.1 48.9 45.2 47.0 45.6 (2.9) -
DCAMA (Ours)∗ 41.9 45.1 44.4 41.7 43.3 (1.5) 69.5 45.9 50.5 50.7 46.0 48.3 (2.3) 71.7

ResNet-101

CWT∗ [23]
Prototype

30.3 36.6 30.5 32.2 32.4 (2.5) - 38.5 46.7 39.4 43.2 42.0 (3.3) -
SCL [46] 36.4 38.6 37.5 35.4 37.0 (1.2) - 38.9 40.5 41.5 38.7 39.9 (1.2) -

PEFNet [38] 36.8 41.8 38.7 36.7 38.5 (2.1) 63.0 40.4 46.8 43.2 40.5 42.7 (2.6) 65.8
DAN [43]

Pixel-wise
- - - - 24.4 (-) 62.3 - - - - 29.6 (-) 63.9

HSNet [24] 37.2 44.1 42.4 41.3 41.2 (2.5) 69.1 45.9 53.0 51.8 47.1 49.5 (3.0) 72.4
DCAMA (Ours)∗ 41.5 46.2 45.2 41.3 43.5 (2.2) 69.9 48.0 58.0 54.3 47.1 51.9 (4.5) 73.3

Swin-B
HSNet† [24]

Pixel-wise
43.6 49.9 49.4 46.4 47.3 (2.5) 72.5 50.1 58.6 56.7 55.1 55.1 (3.2) 76.1

DCAMA (Ours)∗ 49.5 52.7 52.8 48.7 50.9 (1.8) 73.2 55.4 60.3 59.9 57.5 58.3 (2.0) 76.9

Above all, our method is very competitive: it achieves the best performance
in terms of both mIoU and FB-IoU for almost all combinations of the backbone
networks (ResNet-50, ResNet-101, and Swin-B) and few-shot settings (1- and 5-
shot) on all the three benchmark datasets. The only exception is on PASCAL-5i

with ResNet-101, where our DCAMA and HSNet [24] share the top two spots
for mIoU and FB-IoU in 1- and 5-shot settings with comparable performance.
When employing Swin-B as the backbone feature extractor, DCAMA signifi-
cantly advances the system-level SOTA on all the three benchmarks upon the
previous three-benchmark SOTA HSNet (ResNet-101), e.g., by 3.1% (1-shot)
and 4.5% (5-shot) on PASCAL-5i, 9.7% and 8.8% on COCO-20i, and 3.6% and
1.9% on FSS-1000, respectively, in terms of mIoU. Second, although the perfor-
mance of HSNet improves with the Swin-B backbone, yet still suffers consider-
able disadvantages of 2–3.6% (1-shot) and 1.5–3.3% (5-shot) in mIoU from that
of DCAMA. In addition, our DCAMA is also more stable than HSNet across
the folds, observing the lower standard deviations. These results demonstrate
DCAMA’s applicability to both convolution- and attention-based backbones.
Third, the performance of the methods based on pixel-wise correlations (except
for DAN [43]) is generally better than that of those based on prototyping, con-
firming the intuition of making use of the fine-grained pixel-level information
for the task of FSS. Last but not least, it is worth noting that our DCAMA
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Table 2. Performance on FSS-1000 [17]. HSNet†: our reimplementation based on the
official codes. Bold and underlined numbers highlight the best and second best perfor-
mance (if necessary) for each backbone, respectively.

Backbone Methods Type
1-shot 5-shot

mIoU FB-IoU mIoU FB-IoU

ResNet-50 DCAMA (Ours) Pixel-wise 88.2 92.5 88.8 92.9

ResNet-101

DoG-LSTM [1] Prototype 80.8 - 83.4 -
DAN [43]

Pixel-wise
85.2 - 88.1 -

HSNet [24] 86.5 - 88.5 -
DCAMA (Ours) 88.3 92.4 89.1 93.1

Swin-B
HSNet† [24]

Pixel-wise
86.7 91.8 88.9 93.2

DCAMA (Ours) 90.1 93.8 90.4 94.1
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Fig. 4. (a) Qualitative results on PASCAL-5i in 1-shot setting, in the presence of intra-
class variations, size differences, complex background, and occlusions. (b) Multi-scale
intermediate query masks aggregated by the multi-layer DCAMA blocks for a 1-shot
task sampled from PASCAL-5i.

demonstrates consistent advantages over the other three methods (CWT [23],
TRFS [35], and CyCTR [49]) that also implemented the dot-product attention of
the Transformer [40]. Fig. 4(a) visualizes some segmentation results by DCAMA
in challenging cases. More results and visualizations, including region-wise over-
and under-segmentation measures [51], are given in the supplementary material.

Remarks.Although the three best performing methods in Table 1 (HSNet [24],
CyCTR [49], and ours) all rely on pixel-level cross-query-and-support similar-
ities, their underlying concepts of query label inference are quite different and
worth clarification. HSNet predicted the query label based on the similarities
of a query pixel to all the foreground support pixels (while ignoring the back-
ground); intuitively, the more similar a query pixel is to the foreground support
pixels, the more likely it is foreground. CyCTR first reconstructed the query
features from the support features based on the similarities to subsets of both
foreground and background support pixels, then trained a classifier on the recon-
structed query features. Our DCAMA directly aggregates the query label from
the support mask weighted by the query pixel’s similarities to all support pixels,
representing a totally different concept.

Training and inference efficiency. We compare the training efficiency
of our method to that of HSNet [24]. As both methods incur the computa-
tional complexity of O(N2) for pixel-wise correlation, they also take comparable
amounts of time for training per epoch (e.g., around four minutes with our
hardware and training setting on COCO-20i). However, as shown in Fig. 5, our
method takes much fewer training epochs to converge. Therefore, our DCAMA
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Fig. 5. The mIoU curves on the validation set during training on COCO-20i. The
curves of HSNet [24] are produced with the official codes released by the authors.
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Fig. 6. Performance of the multi-scale intermediate query masks aggregated by the
multi-layer DCAMA blocks and the final prediction (1-shot on PASCAL-5i).

is also more efficient in terms of training time, in addition to achieving higher
performance than the previous SOTA method HSNet. As to inference, DCAMA
runs at comparable speed with HSNet using the same backbone, e.g., about
8 and 20 frames per second (FPS) with Swin-B and ResNet-101, respectively,
for 1-shot segmentation on an entry-level NVIDIA Tesla T4 GPU. In contrast,
CyCTR [49] runs at about three FPS with the ResNet-50 backbone.

4.2 Ablation Study

We conduct thorough ablation studies on the PASCAL-5i [31] dataset, to gain
deeper understanding of our proposed DCAMA framework and verify its design.
Swin-B [21] is used as the backbone feature extractor for the ablation studies.

Intermediate query masks aggregated by the multi-layer DCAMA
blocks. We first validate the physical meaning of the proposed mask aggrega-
tion paradigm, by verifying that the outputs of the multi-layer DCAMA blocks
(Fig. 3) are indeed meaningful segmentations. For this purpose, we sum M̂q

i along
the layer dimension for scales i ∈ { 1

8 ,
1
16 ,

1
32}, binarize the sum with the Otsu’s

method [27], and resize the resulting masks to evaluate against the ground truth
for 1-shot segmentation. As shown in Fig. 6, the mIoU and FB-IoU of the 1

16 scale
masks are fairly high, close to those of some comparison methods in Table 1.
Meanwhile, those of the 1

8 and 1
32 scale masks are much lower, which may be be-

cause: the 1
8 scale features have not learned enough high-level semantics, and the

1
32 scale features are too abstract/class-specific and coarse. The final prediction
effectively integrates the multi-scale intermediate masks and achieves optimal
performance. For intuitive perception, we also visualize the intermediate masks
for a specific 1-shot task in Fig. 4(b), where the overlays clearly demonstrate
that they are valid segmentations, albeit less accurate than the final prediction.
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Table 3. Ablation study on the effect
of the background support information
(1-shot on PASCAL-5i).

Background Fold-0 Fold-1 Fold-2 Fold-3 mIoU FB-IoU

✓ 72.2 73.8 64.3 67.1 69.3 78.5
✗ 73.3 72.7 53.6 69.8 67.3 76.2

Table 4. Ablation study on strategies for
n-shot segmentation (5-shot on PASCAL-
5i).

Strategy Voting Averaging HSNet [24] SCL [46] Ours

mIoU 74.0 74.0 73.9 74.1 74.9
FB-IoU 82.0 82.0 81.8 82.0 82.9

These results verify that the proposed DCAMA indeed functions as designed,
and that the multi-scale strategy is effective.

Effect of background support information. A notable difference be-
tween our DCAMA and the previous SOTA HSNet [24] is that HSNet ignored
the background support features whereas DCAMA uses them for full utiliza-
tion of the available information. To evaluate the actual effect of the difference,
we conduct an ablative experiment where the background pixels are zeroed out
from the support feature maps before fed to the multi-layer DCAMA blocks for
training and inference—similar to HSNet, for 1-shot segmentation. The results
in Table 3 show that ignoring background support information leads to decreases
of 2.0% and 2.3% in mIoU and FB-IoU, respectively, suggesting the value of fully
utilizing all the information available in the support set.

Strategy for n-shot inference. To verify the effectiveness of our proposed
one-pass n-shot inference, we compare its 5-shot performance to the following
ensembles of five 1-shot predictions: naive voting and averaging, the normalized
voting in HSNet [24], and cross-guided averaging in SCL [46]. As shown in Ta-
ble 4, our strategy outperforms all the ensembles, suggesting the advantage in
collectively utilizing all available support features together for FSS.

5 Conclusion

In this work, we proposed a new paradigm based on metric learning for Few-
shot Semantic Segmentation (FSS): Dense Cross-query-and-support Attention
weighted Mask Aggregation (DCAMA). In addition, we implemented the DCAMA
framework with the scaled dot-production attention in the Transformer struc-
ture, for simplicity and efficiency. The DCAMA framework was distinct from
previous works in three aspects: (i) it directly predicted the mask value of a
query pixel as an additive aggregation of the mask values of all support pixels,
weighted by pixel-wise similarities between the query and support features; (ii)
it fully utilized all support pixels, including both foreground and background;
and (iii) it proposed efficient and effective one-pass n-shot inference which con-
sidered pixels from all support images simultaneously. Experiments showed that
our DCAMA framework set the new state of the art on all three commonly used
FSS benchmarks. For future research, it is tempting to adapt the paradigm for
other few-shot learning tasks that involve dense predictions such as detection.
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